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Context
In an increasingly digitalized world, individuals depend on technical systems that process their
data. Everything from human resources to voter registrations is now handled by computer
systems, which means that data are utilized. Individuals lack oversight over these systems,
which can lead to discrimination and hidden biases that are hard to uncover. Recent data
protection legislation tries to tackle these issues, but it is inadequate.
The research project “Inverse Transparency” tries to improve upon existing data protection
by giving data owners more sovereignty in how their data are used. Its core idea is to enable
access to data on a more case-by-case basis, but to monitor all accesses and make them
transparent to data owners. On the one hand, this can help to raise awareness of data usages
and better protect the employee’s personal data, on the other hand it may enable usages of
data useful to teams and individuals alike.
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Potential topics
Various research problems arise. First, this covers more technical problems in the area of secure
logging (integrity protection, confidentiality measures, performance issues) with technologies
such as Intel SGX or blockchain-based logs. Second, the human-computer interaction aspects
are considered, with questions concerning usability and trustworthiness (understandability,
ease of use, personalization, perceived reliability) being addressed. Third, the question of giving
meaning to Inverse Transparency is relevant, on the one hand covering privacy-preserving
analytics, and on the other hand addressing data owners’ motivation to share.
It can be instructive to look at past topics that have been completed under my guidance
(see here), but these are meant as an inspiration, not a limitation.

Relevant previous experience

Application
Please read our publications on the topic of Inverse Transparency [1, 2]. If you have a concrete
research direction or topic in mind, additional reading in that area is a plus. Suggestions for
reading are provided below [3–8].
Apply via email and include your relevant previous experience (see above), your topic
interests, and your preferred timeline.
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Participation in my seminar or practicum is considered a plus, but not required. Any other
course covering relevant knowledge for the topic area you are interested in is beneficial. Apart
from that, completion of at least one seminar course (or equivalent) is required.
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